
Artist:Â Rei NaitoVenue:Â Taka Ishii, TokyoExhibition Title:Â Rei NaitoDate: November 27 â€“ December 26, 2020Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the
jump.Images:Images courtesy of Taka Ishii, TokyoPress Release:Images courtesy of Taka Ishii Gallery, Tokyo. Photos by Kenji Takahashi.Press Release:Taka Ishii Gallery is pleased to present the exhibition Rei Naito
from Friday, November 27 to Saturday, December 26. This is Naitoâ€™s first solo exhibition with the gallery, and will be composed mainly of new paintings and three-dimensional works. Her exhibition earlier this year,
Mirror Creation (21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art, Kanazawa), saw her tackle the subject of â€œcreationâ€• head-on for the first time. In this latest exhibition, the artist explores the instants and visions of life
that can be found beyond the process of creation.I want to witness that moment when something manifests itself. To know that such a thing is really happening. And my wish is for it to last, not only during production, but
also in the finished workâ€”to manifest even after that big generative step toward completion is over. If it does not, it will die. I look upon it, on the point of being born at any moment. Let me see this. Then I will live.Rei
NaitoAugust 2018 â€“ September 2019Excerpt fromÂ Sora wo mite yokatta (I see the sky and am glad)&nbsp;The work presented in this exhibition,Â color beginning, belongs to a series that Naito started in 2005,
following in the vein ofÂ namenlos/LichtÂ (1993 â€“), a series of drawings which used red pencil on paper; the work also bears a relation toÂ UntitledÂ (2006 â€“), a series that began as a rediscovery of colors. When light
falls on the painting, its color, which is like a manifestation of â€œanima,â€• moves freely between this side and that side of the canvas itself, transcending depth. Our gaze also shifts as if guided by the color that appears,
disappears, and then appears again, and we experience light, color, and life emerging as one inside our mind. It is an experience of pure discovery, accompanied by wonderâ€”a primal human responseâ€”which involves
going back and forth between what Naito refers to as the outside and the inside of life. This boundary between outside and inside life in these works has become increasingly subtle and blurred in recent years. It is as if
the works themselves are gracefully stepping beyond their constitution as paintings, such as their rectangular shapes or their materiality, becoming free of such constraining definitions.This free, pure continuity between
outside and inside life extends to all the spatial works (installations), whose appearances are in constant flux in the light from the gallery window. Through their presence alone, these works tell us how the world contains
secrets we will never know, fleeting instants of life we tend to overlook. The works sit there, quietly awaiting the emergence of life as they witness and reflect the changes in the sunlight flowing into the spaces from the
sky. Along with the visitors, they will form tableaux that present the continuum of life and death, tucked away among the urban bustle of Roppongi.Engaging in perpetual dialogue with the world, with existence, life, space,
time, the sun, and the sky, Rei Naito explores primal human responses and the question of what it means to create. We hope you will come and witness the sights that emerge at her hands in this latest exhibition.Rei
Naito was born in 1961 in Hiroshima. Currently lives and works in Tokyo. In 1985, she graduated from the Musashino Art University, College of Art and Design, Visual Communication Design.Â She first came to public
recognition with One Place on The Earth, at Sagacho Exhibit Space, Tokyo in 1991. This led to her being invited to install the same piece within the Japanese Pavilion at the 47h Venice Biennale in 1997. Her work asks
us â€œIs our existence on the Earth a blessing in itself?â€•Â Notable solo exhibitions include Migoto ni harete otozureru wo mate, The National Museum of Art, Osaka (1995); Being Called, Karmeliterkloster, Frankfurt am
Main (1997); Tout animal est dans le monde comme de lâ€™eau Ã  lâ€™intÃ©rieur de lâ€™eau, The Museum of Modern Art, Kamakura, Kanagawa (2009); the emotion of belief, Tokyo Metropolitan Teien Art Museum,
Tokyo (2014); the emotion of belief, The Japan Cultural Institute in Paris (2017); Two Lives, Tel Aviv Museum of Art, Tel Aviv (2017); on the bright Earth I see you, Contemporary Art Center, Art Tower Mito, Ibaraki (2018)
and Mirror Creation, 21st Century Museum of Contemporary Art, Kanazawa, Ishikawa (2020).Permanent installations includeÂ Being givenÂ (Kinza, Art House Project, Naoshima, Kagawa, 2001),Â MatrixÂ (Teshima Art
Muesum, Teshima, Kagawa, 2010). Awards received include Promising Artists and Scholars of Contemporary Japanese Arts by Japan Arts Foundation, (Installation field, 1994), 1st Asahi Beer Arts Awards by Asahi Beer
Arts Foundation (2003), 60th Mainichi Art Prize (2019) and 69th Minister of Education Award for Fine Arts (2019).Link: Rei Naito at Taka IshiiThe post Rei Naito at Taka Ishii first appeared on Contemporary Art
Daily.Artists:Â Xu Bing, Robert Crippa,Â Yun Hyong Gun,Â Cai Guo-Qiang,Â Yuki Katsura,Â Susumu Koshimizu,Â Aiko Miyawaki,Â Sadamasa Motonaga,Â Katsuhiko Narita,Â Yoshishige Saito,Â Park Seo-Bo,Â Ushio
Shinohara,Â Kazuo Shiraga,Â Kishio Suga,Â Jiro Takamatsu,Â Kim Tschangyeul,Â Lee Ufan,Â Kim Whanki,Â Jiro YoshiharaVenue:Â Tokyo Gallery, TokyoExhibition Title:Â Tokyo Gallery 70th Anniversary (Part 1 and
2)Date: October 24 â€“ December 24, 2020Selected By: Misako RosenClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Tokyo Gallery,
Tokyo.Â Photos by Kei Okano and Keizo Kioku.Press Release:Tokyo Gallery + BTAP celebrates its 70th anniversary this year. We extend our sincere thanks to our friends and patrons across the globe for their continued
support.Since Tokyo Gallery was established by Takashi Yamamoto, together with Kusuo Shimizu, in Ginza in 1950, the gallery has presented numerous exhibitions. When Tokyo Gallery first opened, and there were only
a few other galleries in the area, it predominantly showcased modern Japanese representational paintings, working with artists such as SÅ•tarÅ• Yasui. The gallery then shifted its focus to contemporary art after
presenting a solo exhibition of the avant-garde artist Yoshishige SaitÅ•. Since then, Tokyo Gallery continues to actively participate in the culture of contemporary art by engaging with a wide range of Japanese and
international artists. Now operating as Tokyo Gallery + BTAP, the gallery is proud to have presented over 700 exhibitions in its history.To celebrate its 70th anniversary, Tokyo Gallery is delighted to hold a two-part
exhibition reflecting the gallery&#8217;s history. Part 1 focuses on the 1960s, during which the gallery promoted leading postwar Japanese artists, by showcasing original works of this period featuring Yoshishige SaitÅ•,
Yuki Katsura, Jiro Yoshihara and Kim Whanki of the Kyushitsu-kai (Ninth Room Association); Kazuo Shiraga and Sadamasa Motonaga from the Gutai group; Masunobu Yoshimura and Ushio Shinohara from the Neo
Dada Organizers; and Jiro Takamatsu of the Hi Red Center. Part 2 brings together the Mono-ha artists of the late 60s as well as contemporary Chinese and Korean artists that Tokyo Gallery first introduced to Japanese
audiences in the 70s and the 80s. Through this small yet important selection of works, Tokyo Gallery hopes to portray this pivotal period in the development of East Asian contemporary art.Link: Group Show at Tokyo
GalleryThe post Group Show at Tokyo Gallery first appeared on Contemporary Art Daily.Artist:Â Valie ExportVenue:Â Staatliche Kunsthalle Baden-Baden, Baden-BadenExhibition Title:Â VALIE EXPORT. Fragments of a
TouchDate: October 31, 2020 â€“ February 28, 2021Curated By: Hendrik BÃ¼ndge and Luisa Heese, together with Carolin PotthastClick here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available after
the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Staatliche Kunsthalle Baden-Baden, Baden-BadenPress Release:Staatliche Kunsthalle Baden-Baden extended the solo exhibition VALIE EXPORT. Fragments of a Touch until
February 28th, 2021. The exhibition focuses on installations and groups of works that highlight a special moment in the artistâ€™s Å“uvre: touch. The theme of touch is not only to be understood in the physical sense but
also includes a media-reflective level. It functions as a definition of the border or even as the transition between realities: between image and space, matter and emptiness, body and environment. Especially in times of
social distancing and the Covid-19 pandemic, the theme of the exhibition takes on a special relevance: will it still be possible this year to return to old patterns of behaviour and contact or will the theme of contact and
touch remain fragmented, as indicated in the exhibition title?The pointing to and crossing of boundaries can be found in various media in the Å“uvre of VALIE EXPORT â€“ both in room-sized installations and in her films.
The exhibition will thus show that the means and forms of expression used by VALIE EXPORT are often based on precise observations and analyses of social and media constructions. VALIE EXPORT is considered a
pioneer of â€œexpanded cinemaâ€•, conceptual photography, installation, performance, work with text and theory. This is also reflected in the selection of works for the solo exhibition: Staatliche Kunsthalle Baden-Baden
presents not only large room installations but also a selection of her cinematic work, which is presented in a separate cinema space. The exhibition departs from the usual chronological arrangement of monographic
exhibitions and also from the frequently exhibited works from the early creative years of EXPORT. Rather, it follows a deliberate curatorial decision that emphasizes the complexity and interlocking of the most diverse
works and media in order to show the development of the artistic motifs, their semantic shifts, their divergent media character, and the diversity of approaches to the theme of touch.The exhibition is curated by Hendrik
BÃ¼ndge und Luisa Heese, together with Carolin Potthast.Link: Valie Export at Staatliche Kunsthalle Baden-BadenThe post Valie Export at Staatliche Kunsthalle Baden-Baden first appeared on Contemporary Art
Daily.Artist:Â Raphael HeftiVenue:Â Kunsthalle Basel, BaselExhibition Title:Â Salutary FailuresDate: October 9, 2020 â€“ January 3, 2021Click here to view slideshowFull gallery of images, press release and link available
after the jump.Images:Images courtesy of Kunsthalle Basel, BaselPress Release:Size, Raphael Hefti would tell you, matters. Not that all of his art is necessarily big,Â or that he considers monumentality to be superior to
the intimacy of small things.But in an age in which nearly everything can be seen on social mediaâ€”instantaneously,Â at a single glance, and everywhere, unmoored from its physical siteâ€”he believes it to be essential
for art to surpass what can easily be captured on a digital screen. And he believes that it is crucial to provoke precisely theÂ sort of wonder and discomfort that the screen cannot convey. He is, you might say, in search of
the sublime; he finds it in ordinary phenomena, both natural and industrially- made, and in the sorts of outcomes that can only arise from the efforts of highly skilled craftspeople, impelled by the artist to push materials and
techniques to their very limits and, at times, beyond.The results of this approach can be encountered in Heftiâ€™s exhibition at Kunsthalle Basel, the largest institutional show ofÂ his work to date. It comprises more than
27 tons of black sand pressed into an array of daunting, irregular monoliths (some featuring channels doused with molten aluminum, some bearing lava-like swellings); a swath of 600 kilos of liquefied and then hardened
bismuth, glistening like an iridescent panoramic landscape; multiple beams made from the metal alloy X6CrNiTi18-10 subjectedâ€” over the course of eight yearsâ€”to extreme temperature changes that simulate around
5,000 years of natural aging (as an industrial ventilation system circulates the air around both beams and visitors, unsettling viewing conditions); more than a dozen abstract â€œpaintingsâ€• on differently sized aluminum
sheets produced through a process of semi- controlled corrosion caused by repeated exposure to acid and pigment baths; and 15 four-meter-long glass vials that enclose various noble gases, electrified to flicker
spectrally. Such is a more or less matter-of-fact way to describe the five newly produced and recent bodies of work divided across the spaces of the exhibition Salutary Failures, pulling focus on their numbers: the sheer
scale or weight or temporal measure th
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